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Autoionization accompanying emission of internal bremsstrahlung in K capture
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We have calculated the probability of a process in which internal bremsstrahlung associ-

ated with K electron capture in an allowed transition is accompanied by the simultaneous

ejection of the uncaptured K electron. Consideration has been given to the case where the

ejected electron is produced by the sudden change in the nuclear Coulomb field in the cap-

ture process, and to ejection produced by interactions between the two K electrons. The re-

lative importance of the respective contributions is discussed.

RADIOACTIVITY Calculated simultaneous IB and autoionization in

EC; '7Ar, "Fe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both internal bremsstrahlung (IB) and autoioniza-
tion are phenomena which have been studied exten-
sively in electron capture decays. A comprehensive
review of electron capture decays which also
discusses IB and autoionization processes is avail-
able. ' Recent reviews of autoionization in electron
capture have also been made. ' It is possible for IB
and autoionization to occur simultaneously, and
while it is expected that this higher order process
will have a low probability, autoionization accom-
panying IB has recently been observed in P decay.

We have calculated the probability of an internal
bremsstrahlung emission (IBE) process, which in-
volves emission of IB associated with E electron
capture being accompanied by the simultaneous ejec-
tion of the uncaptured E electron. The IB can be
emitted from either the electron involved in the cap-
ture process or from the electron ejected in the au-
toionization process. Although there are discrepan-
cies between different calculations of the autoioniza-
tion process, there is general agreement that the
probability of autoionization is strongly reduced at
higher ejected electron energies. If we limit our-
selves to higher energy photons it is reasonable to
neglect contributions to the IB from the electrons
ejected in the autoionization process.

It is expected that two mechanisms will contribute
to the IBE process. The first is due to the sudden
change in the nuclear Coulomb field resulting from
the E capture. The second is due to the interaction
between the E electrons during the IB process in E

capture. The autoionization due to the electron in-
teraction is often described in terms of a direct col-
lision, but it can also be regarded as a process of
double internal bremsstrahlung in EC capture, where
one of the emitted photons is absorbed by the ejected
electron. Both theoretical and experimental investi-
gations of double internal bremsstrahlung in elec-
tron capture have been made. Our calculations
are based on a nonrelativistic description of the elec-
trons and on the Morrison-Schiff approach to the
IB process in E capture. We have employed the per-
turbation method introduced by Intemann and Pol-
lock' to treat the electron-electron interaction.

II. CALCULATION
OF THE MATRIX ELEMENT

The lowest order Feynman diagrams for the IBE
process are shown in Fig. 1. The same order dia-
grams representing the emission of radiation from
the ejected electron lines are omitted. Figure 1(a)
represents the contribution due to the sudden change
in the nuclear Coulomb field during the E-capture
process in which IB is emitted. Figures l(b) and (c)
represent the contribution from the interaction be-
tween the two electrons during the course of the IB
process in E capture.

The matrix elements corresponding to the dia-
grams of Fig. 1 are derived by using a nonrelativistic
description for the electrons and the Morrison-
Schiff approach to the IB process. In effect, we use
Schrodinger-type wave functions for the initial and
final electron states; we assume an instantaneous
Coulomb interaction between the electrons, and a
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the IBE process. The same order diagrams representing the emission of radiation from

the ejected electron lines are omitted.

Martin-Glauber scalar Green's function"' for the
propagator of those electrons which strongly experi-
ence the nuclear Coulomb field. The Morrison-
Schiff approach assumes the field-free Dirac propa-
gator for electrons after the photon emission takes
place and only zero-momentum contributions to the
electron wave function. These approximations are
reasonable for relatively small electron energies and
relatively large photon energies. When taken togeth-

er these approximations are consistent with omission
of the diagrams describing the photon emission
from the ejected electron.

For allowed transitions, when we can take the lep-
ton current at the origin and with the above con-
siderations, the matrix elements M„Mb, and M„
corresponding to Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and l(c), respective-

ly, can be written in the standard V-V. weak in-

teraction theory as follows:

= 2B'eC„S(E „+eo—k —g —e')(1 Pi2)XfXiN~—

Xfdri0'„(0)A&S(0, r i)8 (ri)po(ri)Xi fdripf' "(~2)fo(r2)

Mb ——2+eaCu5(Ema +&o k —g —s)(1—Piz)XfXiN&—

X fdridridri%'„(0)A„S(O, ri)a (ri)G(eb ,O, r3)po'(ri)Xi pf(r2)po(ri),
r3 —r2

M, = 2meaC„5(E,„+co k —q —e)(1 —Piz)XfXiN~—

(2)

X fdridr2drs@„(0)A„G(e, ;O, ri)S(rs, ri)a (ri)go(ri)Xi Pf(r2)go(rg) . (3)

We have employed the units m =c =R= 1 (m is the electron mass), e /4n =a= —„,, and the Dirac matrices are

y= iPa, y—4——P, y, =y,y, ysy4, and P =P y4, A„=y„(1+Ay5), C„ is the weak interaction coupling constant,
and A, =

~
Cq/Ci ~.

The scalar product of the four vectors a„=(a,iao) and b„=(b,ibo) is a b=a„b„=a b aobo and—
Q =Q~g~.

In Eqs. (1)—(3) the initial E electrons space-part wave functions are Po, and eo is the total K electron energy.
The ejected electron space-part wave function is pf, and e is the total ejected electron energy. pf

" is the
space-part wave function of the ejected electron which has a total energy e and is in a Coulomb field of (Z —1)
units of charge. Pi& is an electron exchange operator which ensures the antisymmetrization of the two E elec-

trons in the initial state and applies to the constant electron spinor functions Xi 2. S represents the field-free

Dirac propagator, and G is a Martin-Glauber scalar Green s function as defined in the Intemann-Pollock pa-

per. ' The neutrino wave function 4'„ is characterized by a momentum q and energy q =
~ q ~, and a photon

wave a is characterized by a polarization vector e, a momentum k, and an energy k =
~

k
~
. E,„ is the ener-

gy available in the K capture process and N is a nonrelativistic nuclear matrix element. From energy conserva-
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tion me also have the following:

6'b =26'p —g,
ec ——2eo —e

Using the method introduced by Intemann and Pollock, ' we can express the electron wave function (()
'

through a perturbation series of a (t
' ' functions. We obtain for M,

(4)

M, =2meaC„5(E~,„+co k ——q e—) (1 I'i2)x—fxiNp fdr 'p„(0)A„S(0,r)a (r)pc(r)Xi
6'—Eo

where A is an integral defined as

A =fdr Pf'(r—)Pc(r) .
r

A further simplification of M, can be achieved by retaining only the first term in the multiple expansion of
1/~ r3 rg

~
in Eq. (3). This is reasonable, as the effective ranges of the ri and r2 integrations in Eq. (3) are on

the electron Compton wavelength and atomic scale, respectively. After this simplifcation M, can be written

M, =2m eaC„5(E,„+ac k —q—e)A (1—I'i2 )Xfx—2N& fd r ql„(0)A&S'(0, r )a ( r )$0(r )Xi, (7)

where the spinor function S' is defined and calculated in the Appendix.
The total matrix element M for the IBE process is now expressed through Eqs. (2), (5), and (7) as

' 1/2

neac„5(E,„+co k q e—)(1 ——I'i2)Xf—X,N„uq q)A„
2

1 IT(—1 le —1
0o +f(k') A, +~

' 6'—6'p 7] +1 i2 +1

Here U is the neutrino spinor function and four-vectors r are

ri ——( —k, i(1—k)),
r2=( —k, i(1—k a+co—)) .

The quantity 8 in Eq. (8) is defined as a double integral

& =fdridr2G(es', O, ri)$0(ri) Pf'(rz)$0(r2) . (10)

The integrals A and 8 and the function f are given in the Appendix.
The differential probability for the IBE process dW&&E is obtained, for unpolarized photons and electrons,

and unoriented nuclei, by squaring the matrix element M and multiplying by the density of final states. The
standard procedure of averaging over the initial spin states and summing over Anal spin states is performed
and the neutrino's degrees of freedom are also summed over. The result, normalized to the E electrori capture
rate Wx, is as follows:

dS ygE

8'~dE dk

2'&'a~ (E,„k E —a'/2) —k(E—+1)
E 2 ea]'P —1max

k+E+a2/2
K K

where p and E are the electron nonrelativistic
momentU~ and energy, respectively, and a =aZ. In
Eq. (11)we have introduced the functions h and a

h(E, k2)=1+(E+a /2)f(k ), (12)

sc=k(1 E a /2)+E+a —/2—
(E+a /2) /2. — (13)

The functions I, and Ib are given in the Appen-
dix.
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III. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Equation (11) indicates that there is no angular
correlation between the emitted photons and the
electrons in the IBE process. For the contribution
from the sudden change in the Coulomb field this is
obvious, as the angular degrees of freedom of the
photons and electrons are separated. In the case of
the electron-electron interaction when one of the two
photons in double internal bremsstrahlung is ab-
sorbed by the electron, the lack of an angular corre-
lation is because our approximations only allow s-
intermediate state contributions to Mb and M, .
However, an experimental investigation of the angu-
lar correlation of photons emitted in double internal
bremsstrahlung with Ar showed the correlation
was weak.

In Fig. 2 the ejected electron spectra, normalized
to E capture events, for the IBE process for the al-
lowed decays of Ar and Fe are shown. An ener-

gy range of 0.2mc to E,„a /2 ha—s been summed
over for the emitted photons. The spectra are simi-
lar to those obtained in the autoionization process,
without IBE, and show a strong energy dependence.

10

In Fig. 3 we present h, as defined by Eq. (12) for
various photon and electron energies. This function
represents the interference between M, and M„a
unit value of h corresponding to the contributions
being limited to M~. At higher photon energies the
shake-off mechanism is dominant.

In Fig. 4 the ratio Ib/I, is shown. In the limit of
E/k~0 this ratio measures Mb/M, . Our result is
in agreement with the conclusion of Intemann' for
autoionization without IBE, in which he showed
that the intermediate states had to include contribu-
tions from the continuum. Paquette, ' in the case of
IB in E capture, has also shown the importance of
the continuum contributions to the intermediate
states. Our results show that when the electron-
electron interaction occurs before IBE it makes a
significant contribution to the IBE process. Overall,
as in the case of autoionization without IBE, our re-
sults indicate a destructive interference between M„
and Mb and M„can be deduced.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our results give an estimate of the probability of
IBE in allowed transitions which may serve as a
guide for experimental investigations. The accuracy
of our calculations is limited by such factors as
neglecting the relativistic description of the electrons
and by our simplified analysis of the IB process.
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FIG. 2. Ejected electron spectra for the IBE process
for the allowed decays of Ar and "Fe normalized to E
capture events.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the function h on the photon
energy for given electron energies and atomic numbers.
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APPENDIX
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the ratio —Ib/I, on the elec-
tron energy for given atomic numbers.

The electron wave functions Po,gi used in our cal-
culations are the same (except for a different nor-
malization for P~ with an adequate compensation in
the phase-space factor) as defined in the paper of In-
temann and Pollock. ' Also, we have used similar
techniques to calculate integrals through the residue
theorem in the complex plane, where a hyper-
geometric function is represented.

The integral A, Eq. (6), is calculated as

A =4~ma I 1 i —e—xp ———I, ,
, a n. a

P) &J2

(Al)

Our calculations are reasonable for relatively large
photon energies and lower electron energies. If
lower photon energies are to be considered, contribu-
tions from the IB associated with the electrons eject-
ed in autoionization will have to be considered and
this will require a more detailed analysis.
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8=8a exp ———I 1 —g
—Ib,

K a .a
2 p p

(A3)

where Ib is defined through the integral representa-
tion

1+s '
1

&b ~

Ib ———4Pb dS
0 S Z3

a a
exp 2—arctan-

p p

p +a

a z+a
exp 2—arctan

p p
z [p2+(z +u )2]2

1

z3

a z+a
exp 2—arctan

p p

p +(z+a)

(A4)

In Eq. (A4) we introduced the quantities

Pb
—[2(1 es)]'—

(A5)

S'(O, r)= Jdr&G(E, ;O, r&)S(r&, r) . (A6)

where eb is given by Eq. (4).
The spinor function S' from Eq, (7) is defined as

Here the scalar function f is given as

f(p )= —Sp, f ds
0 s

1+2$
X

[p 2( 1+ps)2+ ~2]2

(AS)

By using the explicit forms of 6 and S functions,
the calculation gives

where p, and 2), are defined by Eq. (AS) for the en-
ergy e„Eq. (4).
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